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D1 Communication interface 

 

Digital Inputs (Robot system) 

 diRobotClips 1: The clipping process is done by the robot. 

 

0:  The clipping process is done manually. 

 diEnterPerm 1: Permission to enter inside the part interchange area. Meaning that the welding 

machine will be stopped. 

 

0: There is not permission to enter inside the part interchange area. 

diPickPerm 1: Permission to pick the unload part. 

 

0: There is not permission to pick the unload part. 

diDropPerm 1: Permission to leave the load part.  

 

0: There is not permission to leave the load part. 

diDownNestClamp 1: The down nest clamps are opened. 

 

0: The down nest clamps are closed. 

diUpNestClamp 1: The upper nest clamps are opened. 

 

0: The upper nest clamps are closed. 
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Digital Outputs (Robot system) 

doWaiting 1: The robot is in the waiting position to enter to the welding machine. 

 

0: The robot is not waiting to enter to the welding machine. 

doOutside 1: The robot is outside the welding machine. 

 

0: The robot is inside the welding machine. 

 

While this signal is true the welding machine must not make any movement. 

doGripper 1: The gripper of the robot is opened. 

 

0:  The gripper of the robot is closed. 

doPickPos 1: The robot is in the position to pick the load part. 

 

0:  The robot is not in the position to pick the load part. 

doDropPos 1:  The robot is in the position to drop the unload part. 

 

0:  The robot is not in the position to drop the unload part. 
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This table shows some of the intern variables that the robot controller needs to execute the sequence and are represented in the 

GRAFCET below:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Variables (Robot system) 

boolHavePart 1: There is a part in the gripper. 

 

0: There is not a part in the gripper. 

boolClipping 1: The clipping process is running. 

 

0: The clipping process is not running. 
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GRAFCET 
 

 

The cell is turned ON. 

At the first stage the robot has finished the clipping cycle or is going to execute the 

first cycle. So, the robot is outside and is waiting the permission to enter to the 

welding machine. If the permission is granted before the finishes the clipping cycle, 

the robot will enter to the interchange area without stopping. 

If the robot has not a clipped part picked, the dropping process will be 

omitted. Instead, if the robot picks a clipped part, it will wait until the drop 

permission is granted and the down nest clamps are opened. Then the robot 

puts the part in the nest, and when de nest clamps are closed, the robot opens 

its gripper to drop the clipped part. 

At this point there are two possibilities. If the picking permission Is not granted, 

the robot omits this process and moves outside the welding machine. In case 

the picking permission is granted, the robot opens its gripper and goes to the 

upper nest position. In that position and the gripper opened, the upper nest 

clamps open and the robot gripper closes. With the gripper closed and the part 

correctly picked, the robot moves outside the welding machine and starts the 

clipping cycle. When the clipping process finishes, the robot moves again to 

the stage 1. 

If diRobotClips is True that means that the clipping 

process is done by the robot, so it starts with the 

first stage of the process. In case it is wanted to clip 

the part manually, the diRobotClips should be 

False. Then the robot will not interact with the 

welding machine. The eighth stage represent the 

full manual clipping process. 


